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Brand Analysis :
Are You A Jeep Person
Or A Land Rover One?
The ﬁeld of Transportation Design and Styling is
going through a ﬂurry of disruptive innovations in
the market owing to new technology and human
centric design approaches followed by industry.
All the OEMs are aware of the imminent
competition by newbies into the stream, like
Google, Amazon and the electric startups. The
design driven OEMs need to innovate to match
people aspirations while adamantly sticking to
their essence of the brand DNA strands.
The module, Vehicle Brand Analysis, aims to make
the budding designers sensitive about the
nuances of the history and DNA of styling, that
has gone into designing the product lineup
throughout the years with regard to a brand.
The approach was to make the students work in
groups of two, each selecting a competing brand
within the same segment and ﬁghting it out
through the module, for the brand superiority.
They select brands that cater to the same macro
level segment and the study enables them to
identify micro categories and related user
persona for the respective brand. What follows in
this article is one of the case studies, i.e. for The
Jeep and The Land Rover. Each student further
proceeds to design interesting brand accessories,
based on the styling cues of the respective brand.
Jeep and the Land rover - The world war II days
For those who are not aware, the Jeep is a 75
years old brand born in heat of world war II
(1939-45) in the Americas. The brand found a way
into European market during the war. The
Britishers enjoyed the versatility of the product,
but were quick to realize that they would struggle
with ﬁnding spare parts and repair in England.
Thus was born a new 4x4 brand, the Land Rover
in 1948, in England for the Britishers.
Subsequently both of these brands were
introduced in their market to serve the civilians
for their farms. Today both are serving ambitions
of two niche types of users, in the major
off-roading segment.

2005 models from Jeep and Land rover

The Jeep beginnings
Services provided by the Jeep to Americans in
world war II made the product, a real hero. Without
doubt the demand in commercial market was
gaining ground. In 1945, the Willy’s launched the
CJ-2A for the American farmers as “AGRIJEEP”
which had the abilities to replace work horses in the
farm ﬁeld. Options were abundant on the CJ-2A
model, including extra equipment such as front and
rear Power take-off (PTO) accessories, the belt
pulley drive, Capstan winch, a rear hydraulic lift,
snow plow, generator etc. With time, Jeep became
the pride for the Americans which led to formation
of a lot of community driven clubs and enthusiasts
of Jeep. The Mile-Hi Jeep Club is the largest and
oldest 4x4 club today.

The Range Rover Beginnings, jolt to the Jeep
The Range Rover series of Land Rover was
introduced in 1969 which took Land Rover brand
to next level of luxury market. It was ﬁrst of a
kind to offer sturdy but comfortable vehicle
which catered for carrying a large family
combined with excellent off road abilities. The
Queen of England was driving it. The Land Rover
today is regarded as a British icon.
In the year 1987, the Land Rover started
operations in the US and became instant
success, well received by celebrities, politicians,
industrialists alike. It was not until 1993, the Jeep,
realized they needed to compete and came up
with Jeep Grand Cherokee, but it was too late.
Range Rover became ultra-premium and worked
towards a niche market segment and Jeep
started working towards wooing the middle
social class segment.

Identifying micro segments in off roading
category
The difference in strategy and cost is clearly
evident if we examine the vehicles and their
features,
interiors,
exteriors,
capacities,
capabilities to mention few aspects. Both of
these brands have niche characteristics
attributed to each. Jeep is more an economical
full size SUV with off-roading abilities and
Range Rover are top of the class ultra-premium
luxury SUVs with offroading abilities. In current
era, Jeep is serving to those who want extreme
offroad recreational experience and want to
become the part of the legendry Jeep
community. On the other hand, Land Rover is
more of a family vehicle that serves the elite
class who wants exquisiteness and technology,
with exceptional off-road capabilities. If we
consider the global audience, Jeep has product
offerings for the upper middle class through
the Jeep Compass and Renegade makes.

The Range Rover Beginnings, jolt to the Jeep
Jeep is known for its old school styling which can be
observed in the Jeep Wrangler, which is retro styled
to initial Willys based models. While the Land Rover
Defender is the ultimate rival of Jeep’s Wrangler, if
we consider the off-road capabilities, the Land
Rover supersedes in terms of technology and
comfort, thus priced differently. The Land Rover has
always followed their simple and clean body design
from the ﬁrst Land Rover, DNA strands of which can
be noted in the current Defender. The aesthetical
details on Jeep is raw, rugged, old school that makes
it stand out, on the other hand, the Land Rover has
aesthetics that follows the strands of simplicity,
sophistication with a touch of toughness.

Case study :
Designing Corporate Accessories
The above brands have their merchandise in the
market. The assignment would attempt to follow
a
strong
brand
language,
connecting
instantaneously with the respective brand
enthusiasts. The Jeep Wrangler and Land Rover
Defender are the popular makes from the
respective stables, to which people prefer for
offroad activities in extreme terrains combined
with harsh weather conditions. The enthusiasts
often explore adventurous spots where human
habitation, water at consumable temperature are
scarce. This brings a point to notice.
“Why not have a water bottle to sustain in the
harsh conditions?”
Class assignment : The Task! The task was to
design a water bottle for corporate branding
with at least one value addition feature of choice.
The product should strongly represent the brand
values and its design language. Drinking bottle –
the value addition
Technology which for maintaining room
temparature water has been proposed by a
startup called MIITO, a ﬁrm adverstising its
various ideas on the kickstarter platform. The
MIITO is simply but intelligently designed tech to
heat liquid directly in vessel while cutting down
on excess water and energy usage. When the
stainless steel rod comes in contact with the
MIITO base, the current in the base starts ﬂowing
which increases the temperature of the rod.
Eventually the rod starts to warm the liquid
around it. Voila! Here comes warm water in crazy
cold off road destinations!

Designing the Jeep way
Black bulgded out surface present on Jeep’s
bottle signiﬁes the fenders of wrangler which
gives it a robust feel as the wrangler does. The
shape and orientation of depressions on the
surface of the bottle is inspired from the shape of
the legendry vertical grill which also acts as a
grip. Jeep’s big chromed logo on the center of
bottle is inspired from the embossed badging
style of Jeep’s vehicle, which looks stable and
truly represents the brand’s indentity. The shape
of the polished steel element on the top of the
bottle is inspired from the repetitive motifs used
by Jeep in their vehicle. A small silhouette of the
ﬁrst jeep on the base of the bottle reminds its
legendry history and also follows the trend of
easteregg used by jeep in their vehicle.

The Process

The heating system

As to represent the brand in the bottle the
essence of the key elements present in the
brand’s design language has been taken as
inspirations. The best effort have been put into
abstracting from respective colour schemes,
textures, form and material in the each design.
The ﬁnal bottle shows the identity of brand with
an visual essence of its design language.

The MIITO base is present beneath the
cupholders present in the center console. When
the bottles are kept in the cupholders the MIITO
mechanism starts. Controls on the infotainment
system is used to set the required temperature in
the bottle.

Designing the Landrover way
Leather covering on the Landrover’s bottle
represents the premium material used by the
brand. Leather stitches represents the brand’s
focus on attention to details. The bolts and
rough texture present on the bottle cap
represents the rawness of the vehicles. The
offcentered logo on bottle is inspired from the
logo’s position on the vehicle’s grill. Hence the
simplicity with the touch of roughness
represents the overall brand DNA

Shashank Shekhar
“The Jeep’s bottle stands out with
its rugged old school aesthatics
and simple functions provided,
that attracts audience who loves
to go to extreme expeditions and
complements
with
their
personality.”
Sparsh Matta
“The Land Rover bottle is simple
and clean, which makes it more
sophisticated, with a touch of
rawness and multifuncationality.
This attracts audience who are
looking for an amalgamation of
lux and tech features, also loves to
go to extreme expeditions and
adventure with their families.”
So are you a Jeep person or a
Land Rover One? Give us few
months so you can buy one for
yourself from F10 !!!

Case study contributed by Mr Shashank Shekhar
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Co-authored by Mr Harish Changarath
Balasubramanian, (Automobile and
Transportation Design, UID)

JEWELLERY COLLECTION BY UID STUDENT HARSHA GHIYA
As an aspiring designer and as a semester 7 student of UID’s School of Lifestyle and Accessory
Design, I am looking to use my passion for experience in accessorising jewellery. I believe that it is
very important for a design to communicate with the user on a level before form and function. My
design language involves developing concepts that the user can connect with, through products
that are friendly to use and easy to understand.
Here I would like to present one of my jewellery collection:

Alluring
Archway
The alluring Archway collection is
inﬂuenced by the design and the
construction of the arches in Islamic
culture and by following the Islamic
geometrical patterns.

The collection is designed for
occasional wear for the women
of age group of 20-35 years.
Metal - crafted in oxidised silver.
Techniques used - Enameling
and rava work. The enamel
colors used - chrome yellow,
dark green and peachish red.
Pearls,
silver
chain
and
ghungroo are used in this
collection.

“

Hi, I am Harsha Ghiya,
Lifestyle accessory design student,
As an aspiring lifestyle and accessory designer. I am a
hard-working, hand-on and creative jewellery designer
looking to use my passion for experience in
accessorising jewellery. I believe that it is very
important for a design to communicate with the user
on a level before form and function.
My design language involve developing concepts that
the user can connect with, through products that are
friendly to use and easy to understand.
Here I would like to present one of my jewellery
collection :
Alluring Archway
The alluring Archway collection is inﬂuenced by the
design and the construction of the arches in Islamic
culture and by following the Islamic geometrical
patterns.
The collection is designed for occasional wear for the
women of age group of 20-35 years.
Metal - crafted in oxidised silver.
Techniques used - Enameling and rava work.
The enamel colors used - chrome yellow, dark green
and peachish red.Pearls, silver chain and ghungroo are
used in this collection.

HARSHA GHIYA
Semester-7,
Lifestyle Accessory Design, UID
Contact- harshaghiya08@gmail.com

Path To Design
Semester-3, 2nd year of at School of Interior Design...To be honest,
the ride towards the end of semester was uncomfortable but
insightful, we were all like ﬁshes trying to gasp air out of the
water. Jokes apart, the semester was more about the journey, the
process than the outcome. In true sense we learned about the
hard work that goes behind the design resulting into a project.
The semester taught us a path of concept creation from graze.
Concept creation plays a major role in any project, which is not an
overnight job, as you followed by the design process answers are
generated according. You learn to read your mind which in turn
needs a lot of patience and faith in the process. The group
submissions helped us to be compatible, accepting of other’s
ideas, respecting criticism and knowing that we're working
together as a ‘team’ and not competing against each other. I, in
true sense learned patience this semester. All in all, it was a great
experience together.

VEDANGI JOSHI
Semester-4, B.DES
School of Interior Design And Experience Design, UID

Nothing ever becomes real till its experienced, All six of
us,( Darshika Kantaria, Singdha, Bansal, Kashif , Khan,
Nancy, Pareahiya, Nidhi Patel, Johny Joy) young dumb
college kids far from home, never experienced this side of
the world, excited and a bit overwrought headed 900
miles away, in the southwestern city of Karnataka ’Mysore
‘ also known as Tipu Sultan’s pride place and the home of
spices, silk and sandalwood. We arrived to a breeze of
fresh air and friendly faces, away from the hustle of
routine and nestling into serenity.

Not
Just An
Installation…

We joined Bram’s team on an ongoing process of building
the installation, while the project was two weeks from
completion. Our days began with the fragrance of freshly
cut wood and the sounds of machines whirring, as there
were many projects ongoing parallelly. We learnt how
furniture prototypes are made and sent for manufacturing
on an industrial scale. The ABC’s of wood, machines and
the planning that goes in sculpting into perfection.

Day
One:
Workshop began with an introduction with the
members of the Bram family and tour of their
casa, which was followed with a brieﬁng of the
magniﬁcent oakwood lion as we see of now in
absolute awe. Anish, from the workshop family
quoted,” There should be zero ego asking for
help when there is someone absolutely talented
who can make essential addition to the work”,
as he described the immense contribution by
Mr. Kalyan Rathore, a renowned sculptor and
designer. New faces in town, curiosity on the
peak, there were keen observations about the
daily functioning of the workshop. To which we
learnt that they get their wood imported from
Gandhidham, Gujarat where they get the best
quality of wood.
After working with full energy, chai and
conversations were the best combination to
refresh the mood twice a day. Later, when Chai
became memories for us by interacting with the
BWS members every day.
The ﬁrst step into making an on-screen 2D lion
come to life was to begin with a neatly compiled
and absolutely precise plan. The 4.30m long,&
1.80m tall installation had been sectioned
through color codes, which were comprised of
several hollow 2D polygons. Each polygon
broken down into 50mmX45mm wooden
planks were measured, marked, angled and cut.
These were then nailed together put together
as numbered and chamfered. Once the selected
edges were chamfered, the sides were brushed
and ﬁnished. The ﬁnished pieces then, formed a
polygon, which was stated as color-coded
sections. And ﬁnally, these color-coded sections
were assembled into head, body, legs and tail of
the lion.

Workshop began with an introduction with the
members of the Bram family and tour of their
casa, which was followed with a brieﬁng of the
magniﬁcent oakwood lion as we see of now in
absolute awe. Anish, from the workshop family
quoted,” There should be zero ego asking for
help when there is someone absolutely talented
who can make essential addition to the work”,
as he described the immense contribution by
Mr. Kalyan Rathore, a renowned sculptor and
designer. New faces in town, curiosity on the
peak, there were keen observations about the
daily functioning of the workshop. To which we
learnt that they get their wood imported from
Gandhidham, Gujarat where they get the best
quality of wood.

There comes the last day in Mysore for all of us,
which was really hard as they all had become
our family to us, especially Olly, Leon and Gori
(the step towards humanity taken by BWS by
adopting these super cute dogs) who were
there around us all the time. The BWS family
also enjoyed the Gujarat’s winter sweet ‘Chikki’.
Finally parts were transported to the event
location and then assembled into a spectacular
beast. The wooden platform for the lion was
sponsored
by
Costaa,
completing
the
installation and making the project a huge
success
which
later
was
part
of
ADW(Ahmedabad Design Week.It was a proud
moment for us.
We were welcomed as guests and we left as
part of a family.

DARSHIKA KANTARIA
Semester-4, B.DES
School of Interior Design and Experience Design,
UID

The ‘Start’
At Unitedworld
Institute Of Design
BY PRACHI DESAI M DES, SEM-1
School of Interior Design and Experience Design - UID

“Always walk through life as if you have
something new to learn and you will”
Semester - 1 experience was just like the quote mentioned above. The class
of 22, coming from various cities with diverse cultural and varied
graduation backgrounds formed ‘ unite class 2019’
The classes, campus, trips and the workshops have always taught us new
values adding to our individuality.
Exploration started by knowing and seeing the city -Ahmedabad. In this
tour we visited parts of the old city and the new city . On one hand, in the
old city the delicacies of Manek chowk made us feel hungry; on the other
hand the beautiful architecture of Jama Masjid and Teen Darwaza helped
us understand the heritage of City. In the western part of city is
mesmerized by amdavad- ni -gufa and the beautiful architectural design of
Sir B.V.Doshi’s, Sangath , Tagore Hall, & Sanskar Kendra by legendary Sir Le
Corbusier. These are singular piece of Design, as we could identify it as!.
Ahmedabad city made us realize the diverse, yet rich heritage it inhales!
Interior Styling was an exploration the city of dreams “AAMCHI MUMBAI.”.
We ventured into different stores that helped us learn about styling.
Baro-Lower Parle had beautiful pieces of art and furniture, while Peacock
life- Bandra gave us the vintage feel. During the heritage walk of Mumbai
city the inﬂuence of Gothic and Art Deco near Victoria Terminus we learnt
about Gothic architecture and Art Deco buildings on two opposite
peripheral length.
While, this semester started with everyone settling in having moved away
from families, the fun activities and trips just got us closer as a batch and
made it our home away from home. We laughed together, cried together
and supported each other during this journey. With all good laughter,
happy memories, we move forward to yet another semester to conquer.
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